


The evolution of percussion instruments is timeless.  

Percussion and rhythm provide the heart beat for all musical expression.  
 

We continue to invest tremendous energy and resources in developing  
 

new and innovative percussion products.  

The demands of today’s percussion community requires the percussionists 

and dedicated instrument builders, like Vancore to work together. 

We understand your needs because we’re percussionists, just like you! 



Created for the most demanding percussion artists, Vancore has developed a complete range of world class classic   
percussion instruments. 

Our design team has used years of experience to create these line of instruments and accessories of unparalleled  
function, appearance and quality. 

Expertly skilled craftsmen have transformed these design concepts in functional reality. 
In addition to excellent tone quality and focused intonation each instrument is meticulously designed and  
manufactured using solid ergonomic design principles. 

Our precision manufacturing process uses only the very finest materials and high quality components. 
The result is a range of instruments of tonal beauty, functionality and visual elegance. 

For Percussionists by Percussionists 

Our unique blend of craftsmanship, knowledge and years of research guarantee optimum results in sound and design. 
Even the smallest details have been considered and executed with craftsmanship and an eye for practical use. 

Our research department is directed by percussionists with professional backgrounds. 

After all, who can know quality and suitability better then an experienced percussionist. 

First Class Percussion 
 
Every percussionist yearns to play on world class instruments. 
With this in mind we created this outstanding line of concert percussion instruments. 

First Class in Classic



TimpaniMany years of research have resulted in the development of the Custom Classic Timpani. These timpani have been developed in 
close cooperation with prominent professional timpanists, who were unsatisfied with the existing timpani and tuning systems. 
Vancore designers and engineers have spent countless hours working with and listening to demanding professionals. 
The result is a world-class instrument which will be the envy of every discriminating timpanist. 

Custom Classic Series Timpani

The Vancore Performing Standard Series timpani are specially for ease of transport . Though light in weight, these fine  
instruments have an unusual big, full sound. For timpanists on the go, these are the instruments of choice! 

Performing Standard Series Timpani

CCT 6040 C-S

PST 4040 C-G



Bassdrums
These powerful bass drums feature shells that are die-
moulded, cross laminated and constructed out of first  
quality selected European beech wood.  
Finished with exclusive fineers and a fully adjustable  
tilting stands  these bass drums are a really powerhouse! 
As an extra option you may choose for a suspension ring 
for additional sustain.  Available in different sizes,  
features and exclusive finishes. 

CBW Series Concert Bassdrums

The same top quality shells, wing style tensioning system 
and different free floating tilting stands are representative 
for a superb quality of sound! This line of bass drums are 
finished with an exclusive HPL cover material available in 
different colours. All bass drums come with maple finished 
tension rings for an exclusive visual appearance. As an 
extra option you may choose  a suspension ring for 
additional sustain.  

CBM Series Concert Bassdrums

CBW3620SR

CBM4018T

BS100T - Height Adjustable 

BS200SR  - Total Suspension Height Adjustment 

CCT 6040 C-S



Snaredrums
During the past 20 years we’ve gained a lot of experience in 
snare drum building especially for concert use. 
Premium materials are exclusively used for building these 
fine instruments.  
It is our believe that both free floating and traditional snare 
drums have their own character and playing advantages. 
We offer different style strainers and both Plywood Impact 
and Aluforce shells. 

Custom Classic Series Snaredrums

The Free Floating Concert snares have a solid full tonality. 
The perfect bearing edge combined with 12 tension rods, 
result in a drum that can be tuned to perfection.  
Options for different strainers, Aluforce and Plywood  
Impact shells and numerous finishes complete these series 
to an outstanding line of concert snare drums.  

Free Floating Series Snaredrums

Modular Snaredrum System
Acoustical Perfection   -   Modular Exposure!!

These new modular snare drums are a real innovation in 
drum building. This double freefloating instrument can not 
only be tuned by adjusting top and bottom heads, but the 
drum can be acoustically changed as well. 
Through an innovative system the snare drummer can 
easily open the drum. The result is a sound gap underneath 
the top section or on the top of the bottom section, depends 
how the shell is attached to one of those. The result is an 
tremendous modulation of the sound. 
Completed with Aluforce or Plywood Impact drum shells 
we did succeed in blending all snare drums into one! 

X - Air Free Floating Modular Snaredrums - blending all snares into one!

CCS1406 TA

CFS1406 SA

CFS1406 XS



Snaredrums

Modular Snaredrum System
Acoustical Perfection   -   Modular Exposure!!

Concert Toms 
These exclusive concert toms can be delivered with Aluforce or Plywood Impact drum shells. Both stand for an optimum in 
sound an visuality. Depending on the series these full range of concert toms are available in a splendid exclusive fineer finish  
or a HPL covered version.   
On top of that we offer numerous finishes for our newly designed Aluforce Concert Toms. 
 Available sizing: 6”-16”

The snap on system, used by these excellent series of concert toms, make it possible to change shells or even play the toms  
without a shell at all!   Wood finished, HPL covered, Plywood Impact Shells or Aluforce Shells, depending on model number, 
gives the demanding concert percussionist all the options to create the concert tom set at choice. 
Available sizing: 6”-16”

Classic Series Concert Toms

Free Floating Series Concert Toms

CTW Series Concert Toms

CFM Series Concert Toms



Accessories  A thoughtfully designed series of accessories to complete the line of concert percussion instruments. 

Unbreakable Temple Blocks, Synthetic Claves, Accessory Tables, Woodblocks, Castanets Machines, Concert Cymbal 
Stands etc. complete a range of outstanding Concert Percussion Instruments.   

Custom Classic Series Percussion Accessories

PTB 500

PTB 200

VCM 100

SST 100DB 100 - 400

UBC 100



Accessories  

PTB 200

VCM 100

SST 100
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First ClassFirst Class in Classic
 

Created for the most demanding percussion artist,  
 

Vancore has developed a complete range of  Classic Percussion  Instruments. 

Our designers have used their keen senses to create instruments  
 

of unparalleled quality. Our craftsmen have taken these designs  
 

and used their world famous expertise to transform  
 

concept into reality. In addition to excellent tone and intonation,  
 

each instrument is designed and manufactured using solid 
 

 ergonomic design principles. 

Our precision manufacturing process uses only the very finest,  
 

top quality materials and components.
 

The result is an instrument of tonal beauty and visual elegance.
 

We are proud to present a new sensation  
 

in Concert Percussion Instruments!



Vancore Nederland b.v.
Tolhuswei 7a - 9 

8501 ZP JOURE - The Netherlands
Tel:  +31  513 415127
Fax:  +31  513 413038 

Email: info@vancore.nl 

www.vancore.com

your total percussion supplier!


